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 Multiple Components of the Perception of Musical
 Sequences: A Cognitive Neuroscience Analysis and Some

 Implications for Auditory Imagery

 BERENICE CARROLL-PHELAN & PETER J. HAMPSON
 University College Cork, Ireland

 A neurologically plausible model of the auditory perception of musical
 sequences is proposed, and some implications are derived for auditory
 imagery. In line with a cognitive neuroscience approach, a componential
 analysis of the major functions required of auditory perception and im-
 agery for musical sequences is first carried out, and a minimal model of
 auditory imagery and perception is outlined. The minimal model makes
 a clear distinction between the processing subsystems required for ana-
 lyzing pitch and rhythm. It also incorporates an auditory buffer for the
 brief retention of relatively unprocessed auditory input, an attention sub-
 system that permits selective intake of relevant auditory information, a
 memory subsystem for melodic strings that combines the outputs of pitch
 and rhythmic analyses into a long-term, flexible representation of the
 musical sequence, and an associative memory system that links the re-
 sults of perceptual analyses of music with extraperceptual (semantic and
 episodic) information about the musical string. The present theory builds
 on a recent model of music perception proposed by Peretz (1993) and
 also accounts for data from studies of patients with disorders of rhyth-
 mic processing, thus indicating the close relationship between auditory
 perception and imagery for rhythmic sequences, timing, and motor pro-
 cesses. Recent data are used to refine and extend the minimal model and
 provide an organizing framework for current laboratory work.

 success has been achieved in the past 25 years in unravell-
 ing the structural and functional aspects of visual imagery (Cooper 6c

 Shepard, 1973; Farah, 1985; Finke, 1980; Hampson, Marks, & Richardson,
 1990; Kosslyn, 1980; Morris &c Hampson, 1983; Paivio, 1971), but only
 very recently has any substantive work emerged on auditory imagery. Ex-
 amples include studies of songs (Halpern, 1988, 1989), sounds in the envi-
 ronment (Intons-Peterson, 1980; Segal &c Fusella, 1970), musical instru-
 ments and timbre (Crowder, 1989a, 1989b; Pitt & Crowder, 1992), vocal

 Requests for reprints may be sent to P. J. Hampson, Department of Applied Psychology,
 University College Cork, Cork, Ireland, (e-mail: p.j.hampson@ucc.ie)
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 sound (Geiselman &c Bjork, 1980; Geiselman & Glenny, 1977; Johnson,
 Foley, & Leach, 1988; Nairne & Pusen, 1984), detection of unfamiliar
 pure tones (Farah &c Smith 1983), and unfamiliar musical phrases (Weber
 &c Brown, 1986). Much of this recent work has, explicitly or implicitly,
 shadowed earlier work on visual imagery. For instance, Halpern (1988)
 has drawn parallels between an auditory task in which subjects scan im-
 aged tunes for the presence of certain auditory segments and earlier visual
 scanning experiments (e.g., Beech, 1978; Kosslyn, Ball, &c Reiser, 1978).
 Similarly, just as participants are thought to be able to transform visual
 images in various ways, with invariant aspects of images maintained under,
 say, rotation (Cooper & Shepard, 1973) or size changes (Kosslyn, 1975),
 so they are also able to transform auditory images, perhaps by mentally
 transposing a tune into a higher key (Halpern, 1992) or imagining it played
 by different instruments or at different speeds (Halpern, 1992; Pitt &
 Crowder, 1992).

 Such demonstrations are interesting in their own right and undoubtedly
 add to our knowledge of the empirical properties of auditory imagery, but
 attempting to reproduce the early successes of visual imagery research is
 neither the only nor necessarily the most principled way to tackle the phe-
 nomena in question. An alternative approach is one that considers imagery
 as a phenomenon closely related to perception. In the visual domain, this
 has yielded two chief benefits. First, the componential structure of imagery
 has gradually been teased out. Thus, by careful use of interference meth-
 ods, Baddeley and colleagues and others have shown visual imagery, like
 visual perception, to have both visual and spatial aspects (e.g., Baddeley &c
 Lieberman, 1980; Logie & Baddeley, 1990). Second, the processing struc-
 tures common to both imagery and perception can be identified, with cor-
 respondences established at various levels (Finke, 1989). Similar benefits
 might accrue from adopting the related working hypothesis for audition,
 namely, that auditory imagery is derived from auditory perception, and,
 therefore, depends in whole or in part for its reinstatement on the process-
 ing structures of the auditory perceptual system. Several recent authors are
 alert to the potential links between imagery and perception (e.g., Farah &
 Smith, 1983; Halpern, 1992; Pitt & Crowder, 1992; Weber Oc Brown, 1986),
 but they have stopped short of using the correspondence in a strong or
 principled way to derive an imagery theory out of a parent perceptual theory.
 It is this that we attempt in this paper, by specifying the major characteris-
 tics of such a perceptual theory, indicating, where appropriate, how it could
 then be used to generate a theory of imagery.

 Further constraints on explanations of auditory imagery can be imposed
 by adopting a cognitive neuroscience perspective. Cognitive neuroscience
 brings to bear a broader set of data, from the brain sciences and from
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 neuropsychology, on theories previously constrained only by data from
 laboratory experiments on unimpaired participants. It also seeks accounts
 grounded in known aspects of neurologic structure and function, and its
 theories can, in turn, be computationally modeled (Kosslyn & Koenig, 1992).
 Once again, it is interesting to review progress on visual imagery as a result
 of this approach. Such a review indicates a sharpened interest in the use of
 neuropsychological data (e.g., Farah, 1984; Riddoch, 1990), brain imag-
 ing techniques (e.g., Goldenberg, Podreka, & Steiner, 1990; Marks, 1990),
 and the construction of models believed to correspond to known neuro-
 logic systems (e.g., Kosslyn & Koenig, 1992; Peretz, 1993).

 In this article, we explicitly apply a cognitive neuroscience perspective to
 auditory perception and, following on from this, derive certain hypotheses
 on the nature of auditory imagery. We show, by accepting the working
 hypothesis that auditory imagery relies on the auditory perceptual system,
 and drawing largely on existing data, that it is possible to construct a neu-
 rologically plausible model that captures key aspects of the perception and
 imagery of musical sequences. In accepting the correspondence between
 imagery and perception, we do so in a broad rather than a narrow way and
 leave open the possibility that both perception and imagery are affected
 extensively by cognition (Intons-Peterson, Russell, & Dressel, 1992; Neisser,
 1972). At this stage in the model's genesis, we limit our account to musical
 stimuli. We defend this restriction on the grounds that such stimuli can be
 well-defined and unambiguously reproduced. Unlike words, they can be
 selected to have minimal semantic content; they are, nevertheless, reason-
 ably complex and still have ecological validity, and people often claim to
 have auditory images of musical stimuli. Despite this current restriction,
 we anticipate that a more generally applicable model of auditory phenom-
 ena could be constructed along the lines we propose.

 We also show how such a perspective reveals aspects of auditory imag-
 ery thus far uncovered by existing research programs, namely its incorpo-
 ration of rhythmic as well as pitch components, and a long-term memory
 for melodic strings. We do this by building on a recent model of music
 perception that already captures these distinctions (Peretz, 1993) and by
 incorporating data from studies of patients with disorders of rhythm pro-
 cessing.

 In line with the cognitive neuroscience approach, a componential analy-
 sis of the major functions required of auditory perception and imagery for
 musical sequences is done first. Next, we outline a minimal model of audi-
 tory imagery and perception, explaining how such a model can account for
 the perception, recognition, and recall of musical sequences, and provide
 an organizing framework for current laboratory work. Relevant data on
 major aspects of the model, especially the pitch and rhythm subsystems,
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 are then examined. These data are used to refine and extend the minimal

 model and to show how a theory of imagery is derived from the parent
 perceptual theory.

 Componential Analysis and a Minimal Model

 Consider someone sitting in a waiting room who hears a familiar tune,
 say a passage from Beethoven's Moonlight Sonata, which they recognize,
 identify, and later in the day find themselves humming to themselves. As
 with other perceptual tasks, a number of logically distinct and distinguish-
 able activities are involved here. Listeners must first detect and attend to

 the stimulus and retain sufficiently large chunks to apprehend its larger
 structure. Second, they must be capable of performing some preliminary
 analysis on the input sufficient to allow them to recognize the piece as
 familiar. Third, with a familiar tune that they not only accurately perceive
 but go on to identify, they must also be capable of accessing further seman-
 tic and verbal information about the piece, perhaps remembering its com-
 poser, its musical form, its name, and so on. They may, in addition, be able
 to summon up specific autobiographical memories of hearing the piece in a
 concert hall or while relaxing at home. Finally, they may be able to repro-
 duce aspects of the initial perceptual experience at a later date.

 Logically speaking, the processing operations after the initial registra-
 tion of the stimulus needed to accomplish all this, need not necessarily
 occur in a fixed order, need not all be mandatory, and (given the findings in
 other areas of perception) are likely in practice to be highly interactive. For
 instance, a person might retrieve the name of the composer of a piece of
 music, before its title, or might recognize an unknown tune as exhibiting
 sonata form. Nevertheless, some ordering of stages would seem to be likely,
 and so we assume that initial stimulus registration is typically followed by
 processing of manageable chunks of information in which properties of the
 piece are extracted, sufficient to cue a representation of the melody in ques-
 tion in a tune-specific memory system. Activation of a stored representa-
 tion will in turn lead to coactivation of information in a general purpose
 associative memory, allowing semantic, episodic, autobiographical, and
 emotional information to be related to the stimulus (cf Kosslyn & Koenig,
 1992). Such information may also assist in the identification and interpre-
 tation of variously sized chunks of a musical sequence (melody).

 It is interesting to compare our present sketch of the major psychologi-
 cal functions needed for music perception with the four dimensions of
 musical stimuli outlined by Umemoto (1990). Umemoto distinguishes be-
 tween the dimensions of (1) music as sound, (2) music as an object of per-
 ception, (3) the compositional structure of music, and (4) the composi-
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 tional content of music. The scheme ranges from the microanalysis of single
 tones to the macro empathie response to the entire music piece. Psychologi-
 cal processes involving sensation, perception, cognition, and evaluation are
 assumed to deal with these dimensions (see Williams, 1982, for a similar
 analysis). Thus, "music as sound" refers to characteristics of a single tone,
 such as its pitch, loudness, timbre, or duration. We assume this basic level
 of representation to be available in the early stages of stimulus registration.
 "Music as an object of perception" refers to the perception of melody,
 harmony, and rhythm over sequences of tones. It is this dimension that we
 assume to be supported by the perceptual processing and tune memory
 subsystems. "Compositional structure" involves comparisons of similarity
 between entire musical phrases or parts of the composition. We see this as
 a higher order skill involving recursive, relational processing between cur-
 rent perceptual activity and earlier results integrated into the tune memory
 subsystem, possibly supported by additional knowledge brought to bear
 from associative memory. Finally, the "compositional content" of a piece
 involves "the emotional cognition or empathie understanding of the mean-
 ing, character or script of a composition." (Umemoto, 1990, p. 117). This,
 we assume, involves the triggering of the powerful full resources of associa-
 tive memory by the tune memory system. A schematic outline of the func-
 tional components identified thus far and their correspondence with the
 dimensions identified by Umemoto are depicted in Figure 1.

 In our basic model, we assume that perceptual processing is typically
 data-driven, but this neither rules out the possibility of concept-driven sup-
 port at higher levels nor excludes cognitive factors in segmenting the flow
 of perceptual information. We acknowledge the point made by Williams
 (1982) that the ongoing dynamic character of music locks the listener into
 a psychological loop, strongly controlled by their past experience with music.
 We agree that "The listener's ability to decode raw neural signals, into
 sensory percepts and then subsequently organize those percepts is depen-
 dent on the extent to which their musical or extra musical schémas allow
 them to decode, classify and order sonic events" (Williams, 1982, p. 35).

 Fig. 1. Hypothesized major functional components of auditory perception and their rela-
 tion to four musical dimensions.
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 Williams goes on to state that "There is a critical ratio between the degree
 to which past experience permits the rate of processing to match the rate of
 music information; insufficient schémas result in information being dis-
 carded or lost." (Williams, 1982, p. 35). In terms of our framework, the
 presence of rich organizing structures in associative memory will allow
 more and more detailed comparisons to be made within the tune memory
 subsystem. In turn, greater expertise in dealing with the dimension of mu-
 sic content will allow more sophisticated comparisons to be made of com-
 positional structure (cf Gromko, 1993, for a related analysis). However,
 although the richer associative memories in the minds of experts are likely
 to facilitate their music processing, we also expect that musical expertise
 will turn out to be multifaceted, like many cognitive abilities, and to de-
 pend on a individual variation in a wide variety of perceptual and
 postperceptual stages.

 Issues of expertise aside, this basic perceptual framework can be readily
 used to account for auditory imagery. Imaging a tune at some future date
 implies the ability to retain aspects of the previous interaction with the
 musical sequence and to recreate psychological conditions that resemble
 those produced by perception of the original sequence. One way in which
 this could take place is via the replay or reprojection of information through
 the system. For the moment, we do not wish to speculate on the precise
 details of this process, but wish simply to draw a possible analogy between
 the reactivation of tune-specific information that can be "replayed" back
 through the auditory system and subjected to an analysis similar to that
 carried out in perception, and the way in which visual imagery is thought
 to rely on visual perceptual processes (Finke, 1985). Thus, as we indicated
 earlier, we adopt as a strong working hypothesis the notion that auditory
 imagery makes use of major subsystems involved in the intake and coding
 of auditory perceptual input, partly on the basis of existing evidence show-
 ing modality specific interference between auditory imagery and percep-
 tion (e.g., Intons-Peterson, 1980; Segal &c Fusella, 1970; Serafine, Crowder,
 &c Repp, 1984), also because of neuropsychological data indicating the
 correspondence between auditory imagery and perception (Zatorre &c
 Halpern, 1993), and partly on the pragmatic grounds that this guiding
 hypothesis has proved its utility in the visual domain.

 Further clues to the nature of perceptual systems in general and music
 perception in particular can be gleaned by a closer examination of the type
 of stimuli with which they have to deal. With musical stimuli, an important
 psychological distinction can be made between properties of the stimuli
 themselves on the one hand, and interstimulus qualities on the other. This
 distinction is of course well captured by the first two musical dimensions
 outlined by Umemoto (1990), but it deserves closer consideration. Audible
 musical stimuli, like all auditory phenomena, occur in nature as sound waves.
 Physical variation in sound energy carries important psychological infor-
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 mation on the pitch, timbre, loudness, and duration of the notes in ques-
 tion. However, a description of the qualities of individual musical stimuli,
 although necessary, is clearly insufficient for a complete theory of music
 perception. Just as a theory of word perception alone, without a theory of
 grammar, is inadequate as an account of sentence processing, inadequate
 too is a theory of music perception that deals only with individual notes.
 Important interstimulus qualities must be considered. These include tonal
 relationships, and, crucially, the temporal organizing qualities of beat,
 rhythm, and tempo. Of these stimulus and interstimulus qualities, we treat
 pitch and rhythm relationships as primary because these two dimensions
 uniquely combine to produce a melodic string. Such a melodic string can
 then be thought of as exhibiting musical constancy despite changes in tim-
 bre, loudness, tempo, and so on. Note that we are not requiring such a
 string to be aesthetically pleasing nor acceptable as music. Borrowing terms
 from the grammarians, we accept well-formed and ill-formed strings as
 potential material for auditory perception and here draw attention merely
 to their uniqueness as stimuli and to their compositional character.

 Assuming that rhythm and pitch singly and jointly specify important
 aspects of the incoming information, it follows that these dimensions must
 at some point be extracted after immediate stimulus registration. Just as
 visual and spatial qualities are extracted during visual perception, we can
 hypothesize that after the initial registration of a musical stimulus, pitch
 and rhythmic dimensions are analyzed at some point in the processing stages
 after musical input. However, we also submit that, just as in vision, where
 the system must keep track of the correlation of visual and spatial dimen-
 sions to allow the perception of objects-at-locations, so too the auditory
 processing system must, at some stage, link up its pitch and rhythmic analyses
 to permit the perception of temporally organized pitch sequences or me-
 lodic strings. We further assume that pitch and rhythmic analyses are done
 simultaneously in parallel on the incoming string. On a priori grounds alone,
 completely serial processing of pitch and rhythm would most likely be too
 slow to keep up with the processing of even moderately paced musical
 strings, let alone the rapid changes of, say, an arpeggio. Other processing
 arrangements are possible as alternatives to strict serialism. For instance,
 the auditory system could process sections of extended pitch sequences in
 parallel and then pass these down line to the rhythmic subsystem for fur-
 ther analysis. Although this arrangement would undoubtedly cut down the
 number of processing steps, maintaining the temporal correspondence be-
 tween pitch and rhythmic analyses would then be more complex than with
 fully parallel processing, so we assume for now that fully parallel process-
 ing of pitch and rhythmic sequences occurs.

 The utility of the assumption that rhythm and pitch are processed in
 parallel is borne out by recent empirical work of Peretz and Kolinsky (1993),
 who have shown that pitch and rhythm dissociate in patients with brain
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 injuries. Peretz(1993) has outlined a model of music processing that is similar
 in core components to our own and is designed to account for data from
 brain-damaged patients and healthy people. Like ourselves, Peretz also pro-
 poses parallel structural analysis of pitch variations and temporal (rhyth-
 mic) features. Other laboratory studies have obtained results compatible
 with the parallel route model of pitch and rhythmic processing (Halpern,
 1984; Monahan & Carterette, 1985; Monahan, Kendall, and Carterette,
 1987; Palmer & Krumhansl, 1987a, 1987b). Furthermore, in the
 neuropsychological literature, several other cases have been described in
 which melody and rhythm were separately affected by brain damage. For
 example, Mann (1898, cited in Dorgeuille, 1966) showed that rhythm may
 be spared when melody is lost in terms of singing ability, and vice versa
 (Brust, 1980; Mavlov, 1980). In reading music, a similar double dissocia-
 tion was found for rhythm by Brust (1980) and for melody by Dorgeuille
 (1966) and Assai (1973).

 There is, however, a further body of evidence in the current literature
 supporting the alternative view that melody and rhythm are not psycho-
 logically independent and are fully integrated in both music perception and
 memory by listeners to musical sequences (Boltz, 1989a, 1989b, 1989c;
 Boltz &c Jones, 1986; Jones, 1987; Jones, Boltz, & Kidd, 1982). Reviewing
 this evidence, Jones and her colleagues use the term "dynamic pattern struc-
 ture" to refer to the ways in which rhythm and melody combine. Jones uses
 the term "dynamic" to emphasize the integration of temporal relationships
 with other aspects of musical pattern structure, in particular melody and
 rhythm. She argues that pitch relationships in a musical pattern contribute
 to its melody and harmony, and time relationships to meter, rhythm and
 tempo, but that both qualities are intimately related. Her analysis of me-
 lodic and rhythmic interplay focuses on what she calls a "joint accent struc-
 ture" that results when both melodic and rhythmic accent patterns uniquely
 combine and mutually cohere (Jones, 1987, p.625).

 Jones and her coworkers provide a strong argument, with supporting
 experiments, against the separability of rhythm and melody, which it is not
 our intention to ignore. However, the fact that such integration can take
 place in normal listeners to musical sequences does not imply that there
 cannot be earlier separation of the processing of pitch sequences (rather
 than melodies) and rhythm. To take an analogy from vision, local analyses
 of object and location information can be carried out independently yet
 still result in an integrated percept of a scene in which the two are com-
 bined. Similarly, in audition, the separate and parallel processing of pitch
 and rhythmic sequences can be followed in the perceptual sequence by their
 reintegration into a rhythmically organized melody.

 Some further aspects of the general perceptual framework can also be
 clarified at this stage. From observation and empirical data, it is clear that
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 individuals are capable of retaining memories for tunes and melodic se-
 quences for long periods of time (Bartlett Oc Snelus, 1980). The ability to
 reproduce a tune from memory indicates that both its major dimensions,
 namely its rhythm and pitch sequences, must be held in some durable form.
 Whether pitch and rhythm are stored in an integrated form or are repre-
 sented separately and recombined at retrieval is an issue we will examine
 later. What we argue for now is that the underlying tune memory is likely
 to retain the invariant aspects of a melodic sequence, irrespective of par-
 ticular instantiations of the sequence in a given key or whether played by a
 particular instrument or sung by a particular voice. On logical grounds
 alone, such a comparatively stimulus-independent representation appears
 necessary to accomplish the common everyday feat of recognizing the same
 tune even though it may be played in an unfamiliar way, say by a piano
 instead of a guitar, or in a higher key than usual (but see Crowder, 1989a,
 1989b). A further aspect is that an auditory buffer, or fairly transient store,
 will be required to retain musical sequences in a direct, quasi-sensory form
 to allow sufficiently large temporal segments to be selected by processes of
 auditory attention and relayed for further analysis. This follows from the
 assumption that both pitch and rhythm processing are likely to operate
 over groups of stimuli, with the former dealing with contour, interval, and
 tonal pitch relationships and the latter dealing with durational properties
 of musical patterns. Finally, auditory attentional processes are assumed to
 modulate or control the flow of information from the buffer.

 Adding these considerations into the basic framework leads to the ex-
 tended model depicted in Figure 2.

 Fig. 2. An extended model of auditory perception and imagery.
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 Empirical Support and Elaboration of the Model

 So far we have developed, in outline, a basic model of auditory percep-
 tion for musical sequences, largely, on logical grounds following a basic
 analysis of the high-level computational requirements of the task. In this
 section, evidence in support of the proposed model is considered. The evi-
 dence reported falls into three broad categories: data from cognitive psy-
 chological experiments, data from investigations of the impaired and in-
 tact abilities of patients with brain injuries, and data from neurophysiological
 and neuroanatomic studies of brain structure and function.

 Aspects of the model that are reasonably well established in existing
 accounts of auditory perception are the auditory buffer, auditory attention,
 and associative memory (cf Kosslyn &c Koenig, 1992). Given that these
 components are relatively uncontroversial, we deal only briefly with them
 here, indicating where we see contact with other theories and existing data.
 Aspects dealt with in more detail are the pitch and rhythmic analysis sub-
 systems and the melodic string memory system. As we mentioned earlier,
 these have been treated separately, often by independent groups of research-
 ers, with little attention until very recently paid to their interrelationships.
 To our knowledge, only Peretz and her coworkers have examined both the
 dissociability of pitch and rhythm and their potential links with a melodic
 memory system, or "tune lexicon" as they have named it, in any detail
 (e.g., Peretz, 1993; Peretz & Kolinsky, 1993). We concur with Peretz that
 there is more known about the pitch route in the processing of musical
 information than the route via rhythm, but we take this opportunity to
 show that there is a body of knowledge on impairments of rhythm that can
 be marshaled in this context and that implicates brain areas in music per-
 ception and memory other than those generally considered to be involved
 in auditory perception and imagery.

 AUDITORY BUFFER

 Good evidence exists for a system that can retain auditory sensory infor-
 mation for brief periods of time in a relatively unprocessed form. Neisser
 (1967) coined the term echoic memory to refer to such a system, arguing
 that it was the auditory equivalent of visual iconic memory. We conceive of
 this as the first stage of the auditory memory/processing system, with a
 duration of only several hundred milliseconds, and for information to be
 held by it in an acoustic form (e.g., Engle, Cantor, & Turner, 1989; Penney,
 1989). We further assume that processing at this early stage is domain
 general, that is, the auditory buffer/echoic system can support both musi-
 cal and nonmusical auditory stimuli, including speech. We distinguish be-
 tween such a sensory store and later components of the system that accept
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 information from it and retain information for longer periods. Thus, we
 are not suggesting that the auditory buffer is the equivalent of, say, the
 phonological store in a working memory system, but we do suggest that
 working memory subsystems and other auditory processing subsystems such
 as those for pitch and rhythm discussed later will take their inputs from the
 auditory buffer (see Baddeley, 1990, for a similar view on the relationship
 between working memory and echoic memory).

 It appears highly likely that the neurophysiological locus of the echoic
 system is to be found in the primary auditory reception areas (Kosslyn 8c
 Koenig, 1992). These are known to be tonotopically organized, as electro-
 physiological and brain scan studies have shown, with stimulation result-
 ing in the individual hearing tones of a particular pitch, maybe also per-
 ceived as coming from a particular direction (Penfield, 1967). Furthermore,
 lesions in these areas can result in loss of the ability to discriminate particu-
 lar sounds (Heffner & Heffner, 1990, 1986; Mendez & Geehan, 1988).
 Also, neural activity in these areas can be related to subjectively experi-
 enced psychological dimensions such as duration. For example, recent
 magnetoencephalographic work by Lu, Williamson, and Kaufman (1992)
 shows that the duration of neuronal activity in the primary auditory cortex
 can be used to predict the psychophysically determined duration of memory
 for loudness of a tone.

 Echoic memory, as captured by the auditory buffer, permits a basic, sen-
 sory representation of the stimulus to be retained for sufficient time for
 further analyses to take place. In our model, no other features of echoic
 memory are postulated at this stage.

 ATTENTION SUBSYSTEM

 This is not the place to review fully the classic literature on auditory
 selective attention or to become embroiled in the debate concerning the
 absolute locus of any selective activity. Suffice it to say that it has been
 amply demonstrated that participants are able to focus selectively on one
 auditory input in preference to other competing inputs and that inputs clearly
 distinguishable on the basis of physical cues afford more effective selection
 than inputs that are physically similar (e.g., Broadbent, 1958; Cherry, 1953).
 In the case of linguistic inputs and in the absence of clear physical cues,
 selection using higher order cues is possible (e.g., Treisman, 1964), although
 the "later" the selection, the more effortful it appears to be (Eysenck &
 Eysenck, 1979; Johnston & Heinz, 1978).

 As is well known, selective filters or hierarchies of tests through which
 incoming information must pass were frequently posited to explain the
 results of classic dichotic listening experiments (Broadbent, 1958; Treisman,
 1964). However, despite their attraction, the neurophysiological plausibil-
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 ity of such devices remains doubtful. Consequently, it is useful to remem-
 ber that non-filter-based accounts of attention have also been proposed
 (Neisser, 1967, 1976). Using a visual analogue of shadowing, Neisser and
 Becklen (1975) showed that participants were able to attend selectively
 and successfully to one of two spatially overlapping videotaped sequences,
 while noting little of the unselected sequence. Emphasizing the active na-
 ture of the perceptual following of an action sequence, rather than passive
 filtering, they concluded that attention is a by-product of skilled perceiv-
 ing, not an additional blocking process, and claimed that unselected se-
 quences simply went unprocessed. "Selection as skilled perceiving" is also
 a useful way to explain the results of a recent experiment on auditory inter-
 leaving by bowling (1973a), an analogous experiment, in the musical do-
 main, to Neisser and Becklen's study. Dowling used two familiar tunes,
 "Frère Jacques" and "Twinkle Twinkle," temporally interleaved, to dem-
 onstrate salient features of music attention. The two melodies when played
 together, spatially separated, were easily distinguishable from each other
 played at the rate of 7.5 notes per second, using pitch cues as the basis for
 selection. However, as with Neisser and Becklen's visual study, participants
 were able to attend to only one melody at a time. In a further example,
 Dowling allowed the pitch ranges to overlap but changed the timbre of
 each melody. Once again, and in line with classic work on attention, the
 physical cue of timbre was an effective cue for selection between stimuli, as
 were loudness differences and spatial separation of the tunes.

 In the present model, we assume that interactions will occur between
 patterns activated in the melody memory system and those in the auditory
 buffer, resulting in selective attentional emphasis of those inputs whose
 structure can be predicted from knowledge of the sequence in question.
 Such highlighting will result in the orientation of processing subsystems
 toward the relevant musical stimuli and successful match of the input with
 long-term patterns in an interactive-activation fashion (cf McClelland &c
 Rumelhart, 1986).

 PITCH ANALYSIS SUBSYSTEM

 In the current model, the functions of the pitch analysis subsystem are
 (1) to accept relatively unprocessed information from the auditory buffer,
 (2) to analyze this information with particular reference to the interrela-
 tionships that exist within and between sequences of notes, (3) to commu-
 nicate the results of such analysis to other parts of the system, especially
 those subsystems responsible for maintaining a long-term memory repre-
 sentation of an entire melodic sequence.

 To spell out more clearly the properties of this putative subsystem, we
 first consider the various physical and associated psychological distinctions
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 that can be made about pitch. Next, and in the light of these distinctions,
 we review the performance characteristics of human participants in studies
 of pitch processing together with relevant neuropsychological evidence. We
 then indicate what we consider the pitch analysis subsystem to be capable
 and incapable of doing, and in so doing delineate it from other subsystems,
 notably the auditory buffer on the one hand and the melodic memory sys-
 tem on the other.

 Three major aspects of musical pitch are interval, scale, and contour.
 Interval refers to the distance in pitch between notes, which in turn de-
 pends on their frequency in hertz. In Western music, the smallest interval is
 a semitone, which represents a frequency difference of around 5.9%. A
 scale is a group of notes subject to certain pitch constraints. The first con-
 straint is that notes in a scale must be discriminable in pitch from one
 another when played in succession. Second, scales must exhibit octave
 equivalence, that is, notes an octave apart, for example two Cs are per-
 ceived by most listeners as similar. Western musical tuning further divides
 an octave into 12 semitones known as the chromatic scale. Using this, any
 melody can be transposed so as to start on any note and be reproduced
 without distortion by preserving the appropriate intervals between notes.
 Thus, musical transposition alters the overall place in which the melody is
 hung, with the music sounding in general higher or lower in pitch, but
 preserves the relative interpitch intervals. In practice, although division of
 each scale into 12 semitones is possible, typically only around 7 or 8 notes
 per scale (the tonic sol-fa) are used in music. Finally, sets of notes can be
 characterized in terms of contour, the pattern of ups and downs of pitch in
 a melody, together with additional information on where they are to be
 "hung" on a scale (Dowling, 1973b).

 Each of these pitch dimensions has psychological validity and perfor-
 mance implications. Interval and contour, in particular, can be shown to
 have distinguishable effects on matching pitch sequences (Deutsch, 1980;
 Deutsch & Feroe, 1981; Frances, 1958; Jones, 1974) and to relate to the
 level of skill of the participants. Thus, Bever and Chiarello (1974) argued
 that whereas skilled musicians rely more on intervals when recognizing
 melodies, nonmusicians rely more on contour. Furthermore, they suggested
 that whereas interval judgments are carried out by left-hemisphere pro-
 cesses, contour judgments depend on right-hemisphere processes. This dis-
 tinction and its hemispheric locus receives further support from work by
 other researchers, chiefly Peretz and colleagues on nonmusicians (Peretz,
 1987; Peretz ôc Morais, 1987; Peretz, Morais, & Bertelson, 1987) and on
 musicians (Peretz, 1993; Peretz & Babai, 1992). Converging evidence also
 comes from studies of persons with brain injuries by Peretz (1990), who
 has teased apart the laterality effect further. She has shown that left-hemi-
 sphere lesions do not affect patients' abilities to discriminate and recognize
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 melodies in terms of their contour but do disrupt their ability to discrimi-
 nate and recognize melodies using intervals. Lesions in the right hemisphere,
 conversely, disrupted both interval- and contour-based procedures. Thus,
 whereas a dissociation after left-hemisphere damage can be demonstrated
 between impaired interval-based performance and relatively intact contour-
 based performance, an association is demonstrated after right-hemisphere
 damage that results in impairment to both. This pattern of results leads
 Peretz to conclude that contour extraction, by the right hemisphere, is a
 necessary step before the more detailed processing of intervals by the left
 hemisphere (Peretz, 1993). It remains to be seen whether this detailed divi-
 sion of labor between the hemispheres is supported by further work, be-
 cause to date most studies of the neurologic localization of pitch have gen-
 erally implicated right-hemisphere processes in the temporal cortex (e.g.,
 Milner, 1962; Samson &c Zatorre, 1988; Zatorre, 1985; Zatorre & Halpern,
 1993). However, a recent positron emission tomography (PET) study by
 Zatorre, Halpern, Perry, Meyer, and Evans (in press) has shown bilateral
 activation to occur in the auditory cortices during the perception and im-
 agery of familiar songs. Although not incompatible with the idea that pitch
 processing relies on activity in both cerebral hemispheres, it should be noted
 that their task is more complex than ones typically used to study pitch
 processing alone (e.g., Deutsch, 1969, 1970, 1972, 1973) and includes rhyth-
 mic and verbal components as well. (Their participants had to judge pitch
 differences between two words in imaged or perceived familiar songs). The
 fact that other brain areas were active during the task, including the frontal
 lobes, the left parietal lobes, and supplementary motor areas, further sug-
 gests that their task, as they acknowledge, involves more than simple pitch
 processing. Activation in some of these areas is thus, as we shall see shortly,
 easier to explain within the larger model of musical processing, rather than
 the pitch analysis subsystem alone.

 Evidence also exists that individuals are sensitive to scale and its associ-

 ated tonal functions. By "tonal functions," we mean the rules governing
 the set of pitches and their combinations generally acceptable in Western
 tonal music, and we use "tonal knowledge" to refer to the psychological
 structures, schemata, processes, or representations needed to interpret tonal
 functions. The notion of tonal functions and associated tonal knowledge
 suggests that there are clear, fixed, construction rules governing musical
 tonal sequences and that, like a grammar in natural language, such "rules"
 should specify whether musical sequences are deemed to be well formed or
 poorly formed. However, it may prove difficult in practice to specify pre-
 cisely what constitutes a well-formed sequence, even within the Western
 musical system, given its wide variation in musical forms and genres. For
 example, an unacceptable transition within a piece by Mozart may be
 deemed perfectly permissible if it appears within a piece by, say, Stockhausen.
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 Cultural, historical, and artistic factors will strongly influence what is
 deemed to be musically well formed. More generally, the Western attunement
 to the tonic sol fa reflects the unique development of music in one cultural
 nexus. Music from the Middle Ages, or, say, traditional Japanese or Indian
 music, acculturates different judgmental skills in individuals frequently
 exposed to such musical forms (Castellano, Bharucha, & Krumhansl, 1984).
 We are also conscious that these abilities are likely to vary as a function of
 an individual's perceptual skill and musical sophistication. Unlike language,
 where a grammaticality judgment can be made by appeal to the basic intui-
 tions of a native speaker, more careful specification of the characteristics of
 musicality judges and judgments appears to be necessary. Therefore, it may
 be safer to restrict the notion of well-formedness and consequent tonality
 as affecting judgments made within a related category of music, by an indi-
 vidual with a particular level of skill and experience. Thus, although it may
 be difficult to make absolute or universal statements about tonal functions

 and knowledge, these constructs still have psychological validity.
 Evidence to date suggests that tonal knowledge can be demonstrated by:

 the relative ease with which individuals detect changes in tonal as opposed
 to atonal melodies (Frances, 1958); the inability of subjects to make inter-
 val-based judgments in atonal melodies (Dowling & Fujitani, 1971); their
 contrasting ability to distinguish interval changes in a tonal melody when
 followed by atonal, contour-preserving sequences (Dowling, 1978); and
 their skill in predicting terminal from earlier portions of melodies (Bharucha,
 1987). Sometimes this tonal knowledge can be very precise. For example,
 Halpern (1989) has demonstrated that people can generate or select the
 starting note of a tune after they generate the tune inside their heads, and
 she has shown that people have quite good representations of the absolute
 pitch of familiar songs.

 Neuropsychology provides additional support that tonal knowledge is
 not only central to pitch processing, but is also dissociable from contour
 and interval processing. Following examination of her patient, GL, Peretz
 (1993) concludes that the patient was able to make use of contour and
 interval information but was insensitive to tonal structure.

 We have looked at the three major psychological distinctions, interval,
 contour, and tonal functions, that may be made about musical pitch. A
 further aspect that we now briefly note is timbre, which refers to the "color"
 or characteristic sound of a given note played by a particular instrument.
 Thus, an A played on the piano, violin, or trombone may share the same
 pitch but differ in timbre. Also, whereas pitch characteristics such as con-
 tour, interval, and tonal structure depend on sets of notes, timbre can be a
 characteristic of single notes or tones. It is not our intention here to review
 in detail work on timbre, but simply to acknowledge that this dimension
 too can be psychologically distinguished from others such as interval, scale,
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 and contour (Crowder, 1989a, 1989b), imaged (Pitt &c Crowder, 1992)
 and potentially impaired through brain injury, especially in the right tem-
 poral lobe (Samson &c Zatorre, 1994).

 Thus far, we have reported evidence for interval-, etwitour, tonal, and
 timbre processing abilities and their possible impairment. Experiments on
 these abilities have typically been conducted with simple pitches or pitch
 sequences, but, of course, music includes more complex harmonic relation-
 ships of consonance and dissonance between pitches. Higher order percep-
 tual judgments can be made along these dimensions too, and these may
 depend on systems that are neuropsychologically distinguishable from those
 needed to process more basic aspects of pitch such as tonal functions. Dis-
 tinguishing between different sorts of pitch tasks in this way, Tramo,
 Bharucha, and Musiek (1990) examined the music perception and cogni-
 tive ability in a 30-year-old man, after damage to the auditory cortex caused
 by strokes. Complete bilateral lesions of the transverse gyri of Heschl, to-
 gether with partial bilateral lesions of right and left superior temporal gyri,
 in their patient, seriously impaired consonance perception, resulting in major
 triads judged to sound dissonant. Conversely, their patient had normal pure-
 tone sensation thresholds, and associative priming of spectral judgments
 by harmonic context was also unimpaired. They assumed the latter to be a
 cognitive task involving the hierarchical structuring of pitch information.
 Tramo et al. suggest that sensory and cognitive functions involving tonal
 information processing of music, left intact by damage to the cortical areas
 in question, are dissociable from functions supporting consonance percep-
 tion.

 From this brief review of the literature on pitch processing and its im-
 pairments, we can conclude that the pitch processing system is sensitive to
 interval, contour, scale, and tonal functions and timbre, and it can be used
 to make higher order judgments such as those involving consonance, well
 formedness of sequences, and perceptual expectations.

 Within this system, little is yet known in detail about how pitch is repre-
 sented, although current models (e.g., Shepard, 1982a, 1982b) do go some
 way toward explaining certain aspects. In Shepard's model, pitch is as-
 sumed to be represented in a helical fashion, an arrangement that not only
 captures the similarity of notes near in pitch to one another, but also octave
 equivalences and other tonal relations to which individuals are sensitive (cf
 Krumhansl &c Shepard, 1979). Nor is much known yet about the dynamics
 of the system that is needed to deal with sets of incoming notes and to
 perform high-level harmonic analyses, although some progress has been
 made in understanding how well-formedness judgments are characterized.
 Notice, first, that such judgments can presumably be carried out even though
 individuals do not know (in the sense of having previously experienced)
 the precise string in question. This suggests that long-term representation
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 of the precise string need not be involved, but that some ability to make a
 generative judgment is. Despite our earlier caveats, it is instructive to draw
 an analogy here with finite-state grammars (see, Miller 1967, for discus-
 sion). Musical sequences can be thought of as finite-state strings in which
 later portions of a sequence are partially determined by earlier portions.
 This further suggests that a skilled listener, capable of detecting violations
 of sequence, is able to use the predictability inherent in a string. Nor need
 the likening of musical strings to grammars commit us to a model of pitch
 judgments in which stored rules or grammars are deployed (but see Deutsch
 & Feroe, 1981; Lerdahl &c Jackendoff, 1983, for examples of the latter).
 Hubbard and Stoeckig (1992) review various alternatives including
 connectionist models that capture key intertonal and harmonic relation-
 ships but, as currently constituted, these models deal only implicitly with
 melodic sequences.

 Finally, we distinguish the pitch analysis subsystem from the auditory
 buffer on the basis that the former engages in active perceptual analysis of
 pitch strings by contrast with the passive registration of sensations by the
 buffer. We also delineate the pitch analysis subsystem from the melodic
 memory system, which we consider shortly. We do so largely on concep-
 tual grounds, accepting that current psychological and neuropsychological
 evidence in support of the division is still unclear. According to our view,
 the pitch analysis system is distinguishable from the melodic memory sys-
 tem on the basis of three criteria. First the pitch analysis system is used for
 the processing of any musical sequence, known or unknown; it is not used
 to recognize sequences that have been previously heard or to categorize
 melodies as novel. Like Peretz (1993), therefore, we distinguish between
 the process of access to an entry in a musical memory system or lexicon
 and the activation of the entry in the lexicon, the former, in our model,
 being that carried out mainly by the pitch analysis system, the latter by the
 melodic memory system. Our reasons for adopting this view are largely
 based on a meta-hypothesis that music processing will be found to behave
 in a way similar to other perceptual activities such as reading (e.g., Morton,
 1969) or face recognition (e.g., Bruce &c Young, 1986), where distinctions
 between access and memory entries have already been fruitfully applied.
 This distinction does not commit us to any particular model of musical
 access. Although for the moment we still treat this as a data-driven process,
 we suspect that interactive activity may well occur between the melodic
 memory system and the process of access itself. (We also assume, and con-
 cur with Peretz, that access via the pitch system is more reliable than access
 through the rhythmic subsystem; cf Peretz, 1993). Second, we assume that
 analyses in the pitch processing system are carried out in a weakly modular
 way, independently from rhythmic analyses, whereas (as we shall see) a full
 entry in our melodic memory system includes both rhythmic and pitch com-
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 ponents. Third, we associate the activities of the pitch processing system
 more with the short-term or working memory activity involved in the on-
 line processing of comparatively short musical sequences, whereas the me-
 lodic memory system is involved in the acquisition, retention, and reactiva-
 tion of entire melodic sequences and general tonal knowledge. This "memory
 criterion," which imposes key constraints on the activities of the pitch sub-
 system, results from the temporal and potentially rapidly changing aspects
 of the musical stimulus and the short storage time of the auditory buffer
 that feeds information, through the auditory attention subsystem, to the
 pitch processing system. Thus we hypothesize that only local not global
 analyses can be carried out by the pitch subsystem. In line with this sugges-
 tion is the discovery by Zatorre and Samson (1991) that unilateral tempo-
 ral lobe lesions can impair the retention of pitch information in short-term
 or working memory, suggesting the existence of neural systems specialized
 for this purpose. Further evidence for a specific, tonal working memory
 system, and indications that, depending on the task, it may rely to a greater
 or lesser extent on frontal lobe structures comes from recent PET studies of

 tone-monitoring tasks (Petrides, Alivisatos, Meyer, &c Evans, 1993) and
 pitch judgments with novel melodies (Zatorre, Evans, & Meyer, 1994). In
 these studies, increased cerebral blood flow was recorded in area 46, with
 rightward asymmetry in both cases. Comparisons of earlier portions of a
 long familiar melody with a current portion, by contrast, would seem logi-
 cally to require a more durable form of representation to be used in con-
 junction with current information than the forms used in dealing with novel
 melodies. In cases such as these, the focus of cerebral blood flow shifts
 posteriorly to the boundary of areas 45 and 9 and possibly area 44 (Zatorre
 et al., in press). However, as we stated earlier, these tasks go beyond simple,
 on-line pitch processing and also require access to long-term memory rep-
 resentations in what we have termed the melodic memory system. To take
 an analogy from reading, pitch processing, as we see it, is more akin to the
 ongoing perception of single words and short word groups, rather than the
 longer term recognition, identification, comprehension, and ultimately
 memory of larger textual units such as paragraphs and stories.

 We defend our separate treatment of pitch and melodic memory systems
 on the grounds we have just outlined, but also note that there are testable
 implications of the divide. If a separate tune lexicon or melodic system
 exists, various neuropsychological conditions could in principle arise that
 would not be predicted from a single-system view. For example, and most
 obviously, it would be possible in principle to discover disorders producing
 damage to the melodic memory system, which as a consequence leave pitch
 processing fully intact but affect the identification of melodies as old or
 new. On the other hand, damage to the pitch processing system would
 affect not only the processing of new pitch sequences but also the recogni-
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 tion of old ones. A useful analogy can be drawn here from the face-recog-
 nition literature which describes patients who are unable to recognize faces
 as familiar or unfamiliar, but who are still capable of distinguishing faces
 from nonfaces and performing a variety of perceptual matching tasks with
 them (e.g., DeRenzi, 1982). These patients are assumed to have damage to
 aspects of the face-recognition system, but to have structural analysis of
 faces intact. Conversely, there are also patients, thought to be impaired in
 structural analysis of faces, who are unable to perform facial matching
 tasks and also have difficulties distinguishing familiar from unfamiliar faces
 (e.g., Bodamer, 1947). A further neuropsychological dissociation that could
 arise is that the activation/retrieval of already well known tunes might be
 preserved with the ability to learn new tunes impaired. Such patients should
 be able to perform pitch processing and recognize old from new tunes, but
 be incapable of committing new melodic sequences to memory. As is often
 the case in psychology, these matters await empirical test, and we fully
 appreciate the dangers of prosecuting psychology in one area by analogy
 with another, but the key point we make here is that the two-systems view
 affords clear predictions.

 If separation between access and activation of melodic entries looks likely
 although not yet fully established, we acknowledge that the evidence is
 even more mixed as to what is the actual division of labor between the

 pitch processing and melodic memory systems. Care is needed in allocating
 functions solely to access or lexicon, or to some close, but defined coopera-
 tion between the two. For example, interval processing and tonal functions
 may depend in part on long-term memory for either specific musical se-
 quences or general tonal knowledge, presumably based on exposure to
 appropriate sequences within a genre. Hence, tasks investigating these is-
 sues may be better considered as mixed and involve a contribution by the
 lexicon to pitch processing itself. In this regard, it is interesting to note that
 Dowling and Bartlett (1981) found specific information regarding chro-
 mas or interval sizes to be more important in long-term memory tasks than
 in short-term memory tasks, with contour more relevant for short-term
 memory. For contour to be fully effective, however, it appeared that the
 melody had to be well learned and familiar (Dowling & Fujitani, 1971).

 In this section, we have covered the major functions, and structural in-
 terrelationships with other components, of the pitch analysis subsystem.
 We now consider the rhythm analysis subsystem.

 RHYTHM ANALYSIS SUBSYSTEM

 Whereas pitch is concerned primarily with the sound aspects of the stimu-
 lus, rhythm is concerned primarily with its temporal characteristics, espe-
 cially the ratio of stimulus and interstimulus durations and, we shall argue,
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 the representation of these as a timing sequence used to control rhythmic
 output. Having made this distinction, we are alert to the fact that we have
 previously implied that issues of serial ordering are crucial to the represen-
 tation of pitch contours or trajectories. Such ordering would also seem to
 be crucial to capturing the correct sequence of a rhythmic structure and
 ultimately to correlate analyses of both pitch and rhythm. Thus, analyses
 of pitch and rhythm as a whole are likely to be weakly modular in the sense
 that both require access to systems sensitive to serial organization. Never-
 theless we argue that there are modules specific to rhythmic processing that
 are not essential for pitch and vice versa (cf Large & Kolen, 1994). In the
 case of pitch, we have just discussed operations carried out by the pitch
 analysis subsystem. In the case of rhythm, there will be subsystems related
 to the timing and programming of motor representations. To develop this
 argument, we first examine the concept of rhythm in some detail, examine
 tasks that have been used to study it, and consider its neural basis.

 Rhythm can be defined broadly or narrowly. By restricting its definition
 to music, it can be equated simply with the periodic accent and duration of
 notes. This has the advantage that it ties the concept to music, but the
 disadvantage that its links with other areas of psychological functioning
 governed by or specialized to deal with rhythm that may be excluded a
 priori. Too broad a definition, on the other hand, for example equating
 rhythm with any temporal variation in stimuli or responses, has the advan-
 tage that it does not prejudge the relationship between rhythm, in the mu-
 sical sense, and other rhythmic manifestations, but may not be sufficiently
 precise to confine consideration to that set of rhythms governed by the
 same set of psychological principles. In practice, of course, it is impossible
 to be sure of the correct level of analysis. As with many other areas of
 psychological inquiry, it is likely that definitions will emerge and change as
 work progresses. Nevertheless, we adopt the following definition on the
 grounds that it appears to be broad enough to permit us to examine whether
 there are a common set of psychological principles underlying all rhythmic
 processing, yet, sufficiently precise to rule out trivial or more distant mani-
 festations of temporal change such as breaking glass, or the temporal varia-
 tions evident in, say, the pronunciation of single phonemes.

 Thus we define rhythm as the temporally organized patterns resulting
 either from the initiation and termination of elements of a stimulus se-

 quence within the same modality, or as the pattern resulting from discrete
 changes in one stimulus attribute (e.g., regular increases or decreases in
 loudness or brightness) of roughly equal magnitude, or as the pattern mani-
 fested by a set of regular responses. Rhythmic patterns varying in one per-
 ceptual attribute such as loudness or brightness need not covary in any
 other dimension such as pitch, color, pressure, or location. Typically a rhyth-
 mic sequence will consist of stimuli incorporating temporal discontinuities.
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 Expressed thus, the definition is broad enough to encompass stimulus se-
 quences in, say, the visual or the tactile modality as well as audition (see for
 example Mavlov, 1980). The same rhythm may underpin a sequence of
 taps on a table, a sequence of auditory stimuli, or a sequence of light flashes,
 although whether or not these are ultimately captured by the same process-
 ing system is an empirical matter. For simplicity, the definition is phrased
 to exclude sequence switches from one modality to another, as with, say, a
 sequence such as three light flashes, followed by two auditory signals, fol-
 lowed by three light flashes, followed by two auditory signals, though it
 could be easily extended to accommodate these. The definition is also broad
 enough to include well-formed and ill-formed rhythmic sequences. Thus,
 we do not require that rhythmic stimuli necessarily have meta-qualities of
 beat, nor abide by musical rules captured by time signatures, although many
 such stimuli will do so in practice. Also, and crucially, rhythm can be ex-
 hibited by stimulus sequences that do not vary in other ways. This means
 that rhythmic information alone must be sufficient to specify a rhythmic
 sequence and to permit its analysis; although rhythmic information may in
 practice often covary with other types of information, such as pitch, it need
 not necessarily do so. Finally we include rhythms that can be perceived in
 human movements and responses, such as tapping, nodding, blinking, or
 limb flexing.

 Despite the breadth of our definition, rhythmic stimuli in empirical re-
 search are typically more constrained. Most if not all rhythmic stimuli op-
 erate over a restricted time range in which elements of a rhythmic sequence
 are of the same durational order, in which elements typically last for com-
 parable durations, and where the durations of "long" elements are fixed,
 small multiples of the durations of "short" segments. In practice, this time
 range is restricted by the processing limitations of human participants. The
 time envelope for subjective perceptions of rhythm appears to be between
 115 and 1580 msec (Bolton, 1894), and studies of tempo suggest that around
 100 beats per minute or around 600 msec per item is preferred and corre-
 sponds to the time for optimal temporal resolution (Fraisse, 1982). Many
 such stimuli also typically exhibit regularity in which rhythmic elements
 (stimuli and interstimulus intervals, ISIs) of a given sequence can be de-
 scribed as members of a restricted set of durations and repetitions in which

 a previously used rhythmic sequence may recur (see Large & Kolen, 1994,
 for further discussion of these qualities).

 Before embarking on our consideration of studies of rhythmic process-
 ing, some preliminary points need to be made to put this section into con-
 text. Our reading of the literature suggests that many relevant studies of
 rhythm are to be found in the large literature on motor activity and the
 somewhat less extensive though still considerable literature on temporal
 perception and processing. These literatures have their own agendas, and,
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 although we hope to show they overlap with work on music perception
 and cognition, they include large bodies of work not strictly relevant to our
 account. Hence our review is necessarily selective. The literature dealing
 with the neurophysiology of motor activity is also exceedingly complex in
 that a wide variety of brain regions have been implicated in the production
 and control of movement sequences. The same is true of the timing litera-
 ture. Within both of these broader domains, many issues still need to be
 resolved. In the case of rhythm in particular, we do not believe that a pre-
 cise or fine-grained mapping is yet possible between the (many) cognitive
 processes needed to deal with rhythm and the neural systems that support
 them. Despite this, it is possible to identify the major functional aspects of
 cognitive systems involved in rhythm processing on the one hand, and the
 brain systems that seem capable of supporting such operations on the other,
 in sufficient detail to specify a model that, although it does not yet map
 onto a precise neural "wiring diagram" is nevertheless sufficiently speci-
 fied to permit testable predictions to be drawn about its cognitive-neural
 components. To construct such a model, we have drawn attention explic-
 itly to what appear to be various broad dissociations in studies of patients
 with brain injuries. As the data specific to these dissociations are still lim-
 ited, our conclusions must be treated as provisional, but we offer our sug-
 gestions as more detailed alternatives to attempts to localize rhythm pro-
 cessing in one or the other cerebral hemisphere (Peretz, 1990). In discussing
 rhythm, we have purposely excluded issues of serial ordering, which we
 believe to be more relevant to the issue of what next and which we con-

 strue as the province of the pitch analysis system, rather than when next,
 which is properly the domain of rhythm (cf Large & Kolen, 1994). Nor
 have we yet considered the possible links between rhythmic and articulatory
 processes, although, as we shall argue later, these links will ultimately have
 to be addressed.

 In the empirical literature, various motor tasks have been devised using
 such stimuli to examine the nature of rhythmic processing. These include
 tapping, auditory pacing, rhythm discrimination, and rhythm reproduc-
 tion (e.g., Fraisse, 1982; Fries &c Swihart, 1990; Halsband, Ito, Tanji, &
 Freund, 1993; Ivry & Keele, 1989; Keele, Pokorny, Corcos, & Ivry, 1985).
 Tapping tasks, without any stimulus present, have been used in a variety of
 ways, usually in the motor skills literature, both to study motor responding
 directly (Keele, Ivry, & Pokorny, 1987) and as a secondary task to interfere
 with other mental activity (Radii, Mates, Ilmberger, ôc Poppel, 1990; Radii,
 Mates, &c Poppel, 1991). Auditory pacing can be thought of as a rhythmic
 tracking or shadowing task in which the participant is required to match or
 synchronize some motor response (typically tapping) to an external stimu-
 lus such as a visual or auditory rhythmic sequence (Fries &c Swihart, 1990;
 Ivry & Keele, 1989). By contrast, rhythm discrimination, rhythm repro-
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 auction, and rhythm recognition all involve memory. Rhythm discrimina-
 tion requires participants to detect the similarity or difference between two
 successively presented rhythmic sequences (Jones, Summerell, 6c Marshburn,
 1987; Peretz & Kolinsky, 1993), rhythm reproduction requires participants
 to reproduce a previously heard rhythmic sequence (Ivry, Keele, &c Diener,
 1988), and rhythm recognition requires participants to perform a match
 between a current sequence and a previously presented one (Poulton, 1974).
 Such memory tasks permit additional variables, such as the length of the
 retention interval, or the nature of the interpolated material, to be manipu-
 lated, which auditory pacing or tapping alone do not.

 A range of conditions have been identified that result in rhythm impair-
 ments of various sorts. These include Parkinson's disease (e.g., Benecke,
 Rothwell, Dick, Day, &c Marsden, 1987; Crawford, Henderson, & Kennard,
 1989; Jordan, Sagar, & Cooper, 1992), Huntingtons chorea (e.g., Halsband,
 Hilperath, & Lange, 1990b; Hefter, Homberg, Lange, & Freund, 1987;
 Lasker, Zee, Hain, Folstein, 6c Singer, 1987), damage to the motor areas of
 the cortex (Dick, Benecke, Rothwell, Day, ÔC Marsden, 1986; Freund 6c
 Hummelshein, 1984; 1985; Halsband, Ito, Tanji, 6c Freund, 1993), dam-
 age to the basal ganglia (e.g., Fries &c Swihart, 1990; Laplane et al., 1989),
 and damage to the cerebellum (e.g., Arkhipova, Troshina, 6c Shabalov,
 1991; Brown, Hefter, Mertens, ÔC Freund, 1990; Inhoff &c Rafal, 1990;
 Ivry et al., 1988; Stein, 1986).

 Here we draw particular attention to two recent studies that, combined
 together, appear to establish a double dissociation between performance
 on direct auditory pacing and other tasks involving rhythm memory. Fries
 and Swihart (1990) reported the case of a previously musically skilled pa-
 tient who, after damage of the right temporal areas and right basal ganglia,
 was seriously impaired in matching his tapping responses to a metronome
 beat, or tapping with the beat of marching band music, but who had no
 difficulty in perceiving rhythms or producing them from memory. The speci-
 ficity of the patient's impairment to auditory pacing was further shown by
 his intact skill in tapping in response to rhythmic visual and tactile stimuli.

 By contrast, Halsband et al. (1993) report studies of several patients
 with unilateral lesions in the lateral or medial premotor cortex (PMA) and
 supplementary motor area (SMA) who were profoundly impaired in the
 reproduction of rhythmic sequences from memory, but in the case of the
 SMA group were capable of auditory pacing (the PMA group had mixed
 etiology and included some patients with SMA lesions who were not tested
 on auditory pacing). In a further experiment, patients with SMA injuries
 were asked to retrieve a sequence of finger movements from memory or
 under visual guidance. Relative to controls, the patients with SMA injuries
 f ook much longer to initiate the finger sequence from memory with little or
 no difference under visual guidance.
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 An outline of two routes from rhythmic input to response can be hy-
 pothesized on the basis of these studies (see Figure 3). The figure illustrates
 what we shall refer to as the direct, or S-R route, between input and behav-
 ior, and a second, more circuitous route in which auditorily presented
 rhythms are processed and reproduced from memory (cf Halsband et al.,
 1993, for a similar conclusion). We further assume that both of these routes
 rely in the first instance on input into the auditory buffer, although other
 routes in, for example through visual and tactile modalities, are no doubt
 possible, we shall not consider them for now.

 Examining each of these routes in more detail reveals further informa-
 tion about their cognitive and neurophysiological structure. Considering
 first the direct route, we note that the patient studied by Swihart and Fries
 sustained damage to the basal ganglia. The motor skills literature strongly
 implicates these structures in the control and output of movement (see,
 e.g., Connor &c Abbs, 1990, for a review), and it is known that Parkinson's
 and Huntington^ disease, both of which are known to affect the basal
 ganglia, result in disorders of the motor system including sequential and
 predictive voluntary movement (Stern, Mayeux, Rosen, &c Ilson, 1983) and
 the acquisition of new motor skills (Sasaki ôc Gemba, 1981; Taylor, 1978).
 Moreover, the basal ganglia are thought to modulate movement sequences
 by influencing the selection of correct parameters needed for successful
 movement (Marsden, 1987). Caution is required here, however, in describ-
 ing the direct route deficit, together with spared memory route, solely in
 terms of damage to the basal ganglia, because patients with Huntingtons
 chorea in particular have been shown to be impaired on tasks involving
 rhythm memory (Halsband, Hilperath, & Lange, 1990b), patients with
 Parkinson's disease have been shown to be capable of using a predictive
 motor strategy of the sort presumably required for auditory pacing (Day,
 Dick, ôc Marsden, 1984), and auditory pacing may be impaired in patients
 with thalamic and upper midbrain abnormalities (case report cited in Fries
 &c Swihart, 1990). Attributing impaired auditory pacing solely to damage
 of the basal ganglia is additionally risky given that Fries and Swihart's pa-
 tient also sustained damage to the right temporal lobe on its lateral surface
 and exhibited other psychological impairments including disturbances of

 Fig. 3. Two routes in rhythmic processing.
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 pitch, time, and timbre discrimination and tonal memory. Thus their own
 conclusion that their patient was suffering from a central hearing distur-
 bance may be safest at present.

 Is the general distinction between pitch and rhythmic processing that we
 have been defending undermined by the concomitant impairment in pitch
 processing suffered by Swihart and Fries's patient? We think not. Despite
 the severity of the patient's impairments, (a) reproduction of rhythmic se-
 quences from memory was unimpaired, suggesting that sufficiently detailed
 information about temporal sequencing of the auditory input was avail-
 able for undamaged subsystems specialized for rhythm analysis, retention,
 and reproduction, and (b) tapping to visual sequences was unimpaired,
 implicating a problem specific to the auditory-motor route.

 Turning now to the patients examined by Halsband et al. (1993), al-
 though both patients with lesions of the PMA and patients with lesions of
 the SMA showed disorders of rhythm memory, it can only be definitively
 concluded that patients with SMA lesions showed intact auditory pacing
 because their patients with PMA lesions were not tested in this way. Never-
 theless, and in the light of the Swihart and Fries data, the suggestion by
 Halsband et al. that "a crucial distinction may be made between tasks in
 which the subject is asked to perform a given motor task where the model
 for performance is physically present at the time of performance, and those
 where the model is not present" (p. 262) is most probably correct. In line
 with this, they interpret their findings as implicating the SMA in "the prepa-
 ration of internally remembered motor sequences" (p. 262). This view re-
 ceives support from PET scans of persons asked to image but not to per-
 form motor sequences in which activity in the SMA is detected (Roland,
 Larsen, Lassen, & Skinhoj, 1980), suggesting that motor plans can be acti-
 vated and prepared but not executed if required (Heilman, Bowers,
 Valenstein, & Watson, 1987; Marteniuk, McKenzie, Jeannerod, Athènes,
 & Dugas, 1987).

 As well as the basic distinction between the direct, stimulus response
 mapping of rhythmic sequences (auditory pacing), and the processing of
 rhythmic sequences from memory, finer distinctions can be drawn within
 rhythm memory tasks by considering a further aspect of the data from
 Halsband et al. (1993). Together with severely impaired skills of rhythm
 reproduction, their patients nevertheless showed intact rhythm discrimina-
 tion. In the latter task patients were asked to check whether two succes-
 sively presented rhythms were the same or different. We find it more useful
 to refer to this task as one involving rhythm recognition, albeit over a short
 time interval, rather than discrimination, because some record of the first
 rhythm must necessarily be formed and retained for comparison with the
 second. We submit that this recognition performance relies on some prior
 temporal analysis of previous rhythmic structure or on some simultaneous
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 comparison of the two rhythms in a subsystem sensitive to rhythmic tem-
 poral structure. This subsystem, presumably sufficient for the key activities
 involved in recognition, and undamaged in the patients studied by Halsband
 et al., is clearly not sufficient, although (as we shall argue) it is necessary
 for rhythm reproduction/recall, as the patients in the study by Halsband et
 al. were impaired in the latter but not the former.

 To summarize, our analysis thus far suggests that rhythmic processing
 has three major aspects. First, rhythms can be copied directly through au-
 ditory pacing; second, they can be compared and matched (recognized);
 third, they can be recalled and reproduced. Double dissociations exist be-
 tween the first activity on the one hand and the second and third activities
 on the other in that auditory pacing can be impaired without affecting
 rhythm memory and vice versa. In addition, a single dissociation has been
 demonstrated between rhythm recognition and rhythm reproduction with
 recognition spared when reproduction is impaired. To our knowledge, the
 reverse dissociation of impaired discrimination with spared reproduction
 of rhythms after recent or remote (preinjury) perception has not been dem-
 onstrated.

 This pattern of spared and intact abilities suggests that there are key
 neural/cognitive subsystems uniquely involved in rhythm memory tasks that
 are not strictly required for auditory pacing (and vice versa), and addi-
 tional subsystem(s), or a completely distinct subsystem, is needed for rhythm
 reproduction beyond the subsystems used for rhythm recognition. The di-
 vision between the memory and pacing routes (Figure 3) captures only the
 first of these distinctions; to do justice to the recognition/reproduction dis-
 tinction, further specification of the subprocesses in the rhythm memory is
 required. Here we offer a sketch of the general type and arrangement of
 processing components needed to perform rhythm memory tasks.

 Based on the data from Halsband et al. (1993), we have just argued that
 there are two major subsystems involved in rhythm memory, differentially
 involved in rhythm recognition and reproduction. A critical question aris-
 ing at this juncture is the one we have just alluded to, namely, to what
 extent do the tasks of rhythm recognition and reproduction rely at some
 point in their processing sequence on entirely separate processing compo-
 nents, or is their relationship such that subsystems for recognition are nec-
 essary but not sufficient for rhythmic reproduction? The reader can get the
 feel for these alternatives by examining Figure 4, in which two arrange-
 ments of components 1 and 2 of the rhythmic memory system are depicted.
 In Figure 4a, the two components are arranged such that reproduction and
 recognition rely on independent components dedicated to one task or the
 other, whereas in Figure 4b, components 1 and 2 are arranged sequentially
 and used differentially such that rhythm recognition (at least over the short
 retention intervals tested to date), can be accomplished using only compo-
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 Fig. 4. Two possible arrangements of rhythm memory processing components: (a) complete
 independence of recognition and recall (production) and (b) rhythm recognition and pro-
 duction share a common processing component.

 nent 1, while rhythm reproduction requires both components 1 and 2. Ac-
 cording to Figure 4a, it should be possible to discover patients with the
 reverse dissociation to that reported by Halsband et al. Such individuals
 would show intact reproduction of rhythms, including newly acquired ones,
 but impaired recognition. The sequential arrangement of components (Fig-
 ure 4b), on the other hand, implies that (1) whereas damage to component
 2 will impair reproduction without affecting recognition, (2) damage to
 component 1 will affect both the recognition and reproduction of recently
 presented rhythmic sequences. The sequential arrangement also predicts
 that such patients, with damage to component 1, might still be capable of
 reproducing, from memory, rhythmic sequences learned before injury, while
 being incapable of reproducing newly presented sequences.

 It is impossible to adjudicate between these alternatives on the basis of
 the data collected by Halsband et al. alone. Although seemingly implau-
 sible, and as yet undemonstrated, intact reproduction of recently presented
 sequences with impaired recognition cannot be ruled out at least as a theo-
 retical possibility. There is, however, evidence consistent with damage to
 component 1 in a sequential arrangement. In a series of studies, Ivry and
 associates have provided good evidence for a common component needed
 for both the perception and production of timing tasks, damage to which
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 impairs both discrimination and production, and evidence for damage to
 timing production but unimpaired perception (e.g., Inhoff & Rafal, 1990;
 Ivry & Keele, 1989; Ivry et al., 1988). For example, Ivry and Keele con-
 trasted different patient groups on a timing production and a timing per-
 ception task. Participants included patients with cerebellar injury, patients
 with Parkinson's disease, patients with cortical injury, and elderly and stu-
 dent aged control subjects. Only the patients with cerebellar injury showed
 impairments in the perception and the production tasks involving tempo-
 ral processing, with the strong indication that the lateral region is impli-
 cated in timing discrimination and generating short-term predictions of
 movements. Patients with cortical injuries performed poorly on the pro-
 duction task; as did cerebellar patients, they exhibited high variability in
 tapping from memory to a standard compared with the elderly control
 subjects, but were unimpaired on temporal perception. Patients with
 Parkinson's disease performed comparatively well. They showed little im-
 pairment in temporal perception and, although faster at tapping than the
 elderly control subjects, had significantly less temporal variability when
 tapping than the other patients with brain injuries. On the basis of these
 data, Ivry and Keele argue that patients with cerebellar injuries had dam-
 age to the common timing mechanism required for both tasks.

 Of course, basing an argument for a shared mechanism in two tasks,
 (recognition and reproduction) on a neuropsychological association such
 as that observed in Ivry and Keele 's patients with cerebellar injury may not
 of itself be thought sufficient evidence that such a mechanism exists. There
 are many reasons why an association might be discovered that have little to
 do with functional identity or commonalities between tasks. However, there
 is other converging evidence for a common timing mechanism shared by
 perception and production in work conducted by Ivry and Hazeltine (1995)
 on unimpaired participants. They have computed separate Weber func-
 tions for the perception and production of temporal intervals in unimpaired
 participants and find that when the two tasks both involve a single presen-
 tation of the target interval per production or judgment, the slopes of the
 functions are almost identical. Ivry and colleagues argue that this timing
 mechanism is needed across a wide range of tasks, both motor and percep-
 tual (Ivry & Hazeltine, 1995; Keele & Ivry, 1991).

 We therefore adopt the sequential arrangement as the most likely, and
 we refer to component 1 as the temporal analysis subsystem. This system is
 required to process the incoming rhythmic pattern in terms of the relative
 duration and number of stimuli and their interstimulus intervals. Such an

 analysis is likely to be "on-line" and constrained by the absolute duration
 of a rhythmic sequence and so, like the pitch subsystem, it will operate over
 local rhythmic sequences rather than globally. Whether the timing mecha-
 nism operates as a "processor" of temporal intervals (Ivry &c Hazeltine,
 1995), or as an internal oscillator that is "entrained" by or "resonates" to
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 external signals (Large & Kolen, 1994), or in some other way remains to
 be seen.

 Component 2, assumed to be damaged in the patient studies by Halsband
 et al. and in the patients with cortical injury studied by Ivry and Keele, we
 hypothesize to have two functions. First it receives and retains the output
 of the temporal analysis subsystem. As such, it can be thought of as a more
 durable store for rhythmic sequences. Second, it is involved in the control
 and execution of rhythmic sequences from memory resulting in motor out-
 put such as tapping. Thus, to the extent that component 2 has the dual
 functions of storage and output control, we refer to it as the rhythm plan
 subsystem. Whether these storage and output functions turn out to be
 dissociable remains to be seen. The incorporation of these two components
 into the rhythm processing system is illustrated in Figure 5.

 At present, we can only offer some suggestions about how a rhythm
 plan may be represented. On grounds of cognitive economy, its representa-
 tion must be flexible enough to function in a variety of tasks ranging from
 the identification of rhythms as new or well known, to tapping, humming,
 or imaging rhythmic sequences. We assume the rhythm plan to be repre-
 sented in a similar way to temporal components of a motor plan needed to
 govern an action sequence, that is, it is abstract in that it captures the es-
 sential, invariant aspects of the timing component of an action sequence,
 but it is not tied to any particular input or output system, specific set of
 movements, or even absolute timing. It is also complete, in that it specifies
 an entire rhythmic sequence that could turn out to be quite long, not merely

 Fig. 5. An extended model of rhythmic processing.
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 its parts. Thus a key feature of the model is that the long-term representa-
 tion of rhythmic sequences is as closely linked to the timing systems as it is
 to the auditory system. Finally, given the close relationships between the
 timing and motor systems, we suggest that the rhythm plan subsystem in-
 corporates or is closely linked to a further subsystem for the execution,
 control, and ultimately the output of stored rhythm plans.

 To summarize, the involvement of these rhythm memory subsystems in
 the major rhythmic tasks is as follows. The temporal analysis subsystem
 will be required for all tasks involving memory, namely recognition and
 reproduction. It may also be helpful, but not essential, for direct auditory
 pacing (dotted lines in Figure 5; Radii et al., 1990). In the case of recogni-
 tion, particularly of short sequences retained over short intervals, temporal
 analysis will be sufficient for an effective match/mismatch to be made be-
 tween the present and the previous stimuli. For recall, temporal analysis is
 necessary for the construction of the required rhythm plan, but insufficient
 for full plan storage and rhythm reproduction. Recall requires a prior tem-
 poral analysis, followed by its storage as a rhythm sequence, which can
 then function as the temporal component of a motor plan. The latter, in
 turn, will need to be selected and prepared for reproduction and its final
 output controlled by the execution subsystem.

 As with pitch, to attempt a precise neurologic localization of these cog-
 nitive subsystems is somewhat premature given the current state of the
 motor literature (cf Kosslyn & Koenig, 1992), but to recapitulate some of
 our earlier observations, three general statements can be made: First, as we
 saw earlier, the cerebellum has been implicated in a range of tasks involv-
 ing timing (Bloedel, 1992; Ivry & Keele, 1989; Ivry et al., 1988). Second,
 the motor cortices are thought to be implicated in the representation of
 motor plans (Eccles, 1982; Freund & Hummelshein, 1984, 1985; Halsband
 &C Freund, 1990; Halsband et al., 1993; Rolls, 1983). Third, the distinc-
 tion between the selection and preparation on the one hand and execution
 and control of action sequences has been made before (Goldberg, 1985;
 Jeannerod, 1981, 1984; Kosslyn &c Koenig, 1992). Current evidence seems
 to suggest that the SMA plays an important role in the development of the
 intention to act and is active when a motor task is imagined as well as
 executed (Roland et al., 1980) Intriguing though these observations are, it
 would be unwise to equate uniquely the temporal control, rhythm plan,
 and execution subsystems with the cerebellum, the SMA, and the PMA,
 respectively. For one thing: the cerebellum is known to have output control
 as well as input timing functions (Bloedel, 1992; Ivry et al., 1988; Thach,
 Goodkin, &c Keating, 1992); second, Ivry and Keele (1989) are careful to
 point out that although damage to the cerebellum may disrupt the timing
 circuit, the circuit itself is not contained wholly within the cerebellum; third,
 we do not equate the rhythm plan with a motor program in its entirety but
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 with the temporal component of such a program, and, in any case, other
 subcortical structures, especially the basal ganglia (Graybiel, 1990), have a
 role to play in motor programming and planning. Nevertheless, a predic-
 tion that does follow from the model is that although a unique mapping
 from cognition to neurology is not yet possible, damage to the brain areas
 mentioned is highly likely to have consequences at least for the three psy-
 chological functions under discussion: timing, plan representation, and
 execution. Further and more precise mapping of psychological functions
 onto neurologic systems must await further research.

 MELODIC STRING MEMORY SUBSYSTEM

 Everyday observation and empirical evidence support the existence of a
 melodic string memory system. Randomly selected subjects can hum tunes
 from verbal cues (e.g., "J°lin Brown's Body"), and it is known that partici-
 pants possess long-term memories for tunes (Bartlett & Snelus, 1980). The
 system is obviously required to recognize melodic sequences presented on
 separate occasions, to be alert to similar themes within a piece perhaps
 separated by several minutes, to reproduce tunes from memory, and to
 provide input for further evaluative and associative processes.

 Beyond this, little is known in any detail about the underlying form of
 the representations used by the melodic memory system, its mode of opera-
 tion, or its neurologic status but a number of its properties can be hypoth-
 esized:

 1. Melodic memory representations must be sufficiently flexible to
 permit tune recognition despite changes in scale, timbre, or in-
 struments. This implies that they instantiate aspects of tunes in-
 variant across such transformations, namely, the unique combi-
 nation of intervals, contour, and rhythms needed to specify the
 tune. In our model, therefore, we propose that the melodic string
 is composed of two elements: an entry in a tune lexicon, in the
 form of a pitch string (of the entire melody) constructed from the
 successive outputs of the pitch processing subsystem, and the
 address of the associated rhythm plan created by the rhythm
 memory system. Thus the melodic memory system combines as-
 pects of the products of both the pitch and rhythmic subsystems
 (Figure 6).
 Like Peretz, we assume that access to the melodic memory sys-
 tem, and hence tune recognition, is primarily through an analy-
 sis of pitch.

 2. Melodic memory representations can be flexibly used. The same
 melodic memory representation presumably drives a whistled,
 hummed, sung, or imaged tune as well as permitting the recogni-
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 Fig. 6. Rhythm and pitch components and the melodic memory system.

 tion of familiar tunes. Skilled performers on musical instruments,
 who "play by ear" may also be able to use a melodic representa-
 tion to guide their playing without necessarily having sheet mu-
 sic in front of them or having been shown or having previously
 rehearsed the precise fingering, bowing, or other sequence of
 movements needed to produce the tune.
 Tune reproduction, either overtly through singing or humming,
 or covertly using auditory imagery, starts with the activation of
 an entry in the lexicon. This can be cued in a variety of ways, for
 example, a snatch of the tune might be heard on the radio of a
 passing car, its title might be mentioned, or a remembered past
 experience associated with the tune might revive its entry. In all
 these cases, activation of the entry will simultaneously cue the
 contour string and, via its address, the associated rhythm plan.

 3. Words are not a necessary part of a melodic memory representa-
 tion. Anecdotally, one of the authors can whistle melodic pas-
 sages from die Zauberflaute, but has no recollection of the Ger-
 man libretto. Objective evidence on this issue, however, is less
 straightforward. Thus, Samson and Zatorre (1991) have shown
 differential vulnerability of melodic and verbal codes to right
 and left hemisphere lesions, respectively, when words and tunes
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 are presented alone. However, they discovered that both lesions
 of the right hemisphere and lesions of the left hemisphere im-
 paired recognition of tune and lyrics when these were presented
 together as sung text. These findings suggest that representations
 of lyrics and melody can be highly integrated in memory and
 jointly susceptible to damage. In a later study, however, lesions
 of the left temporal lobe had no effect on the performance on a
 lyric scanning task (Zatorre & Halpern, 1993). Zatorre and
 Halpern account for this discrepancy by noting that whereas the
 Samson and Zatorre study used new materials, the later study
 used highly overlearned songs. In such songs, they suggest, "the
 tune has become abstracted from the text to a large extent and
 can be accessed independently of it" (p. 229-230). Also, other
 patients have also been reported who cannot discern lyrics while
 recognizing tunes (Yaqub, Gascon, Alnosha, &c Whitaker, 1988)
 or who cannot recognize tunes but who can recognize the words
 of familiar songs (Peretz & Kolinsky, 1993) suggesting that such
 dissociations do occur.

 4. Strong links will exist between the melodic entry and associative
 memory for certain tunes. For example, tunes linked with rich
 environmental information such as films, strong autobiographi-
 cal or emotional events in specific limited contexts, or subjected
 to extensive reflection, study, or analysis are likely to elicit elabo-
 rate and specific cognitive and emotional associations. On the
 other hand, new tunes, or tunes commonly heard in so wide a
 variety of contexts that they lose their episodic flavor are likely
 to have weaker associations, but in the case of familiar tunes at
 least, will still be readily classified into the appropriate semantic
 category, such as "Christmas" or "folk tune" (see Halpern, 1984,
 for evidence of the latter ability).

 ASSOCIATIVE MEMORY

 The necessity for associative memory has just been noted. Stimuli in any
 modality are capable of triggering vast amounts of associated information.
 In the case of musical stimuli, these will range from factual and nominal
 association to more personal, idiosyncratic and emotional ones. Suppose
 one is listening to Chopin's Nocturne No. 15 in F Minor. During this activ-
 ity, a wide variety of cognitive and affective processes could be brought to
 bear, ranging from recall of the name and identity of the tune, awareness of
 the Polish origin of the composer, specific episodic memories of piano les-
 sons when a child, emotional responses to the piece, and so on. Thus, like
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 Kosslyn and Koenig, we take this subsystem to include both semantic and
 episodic associations. More specifically, we view associative memory as
 relying heavily on declarative representations and as involving extensive
 amounts of relational processing and requiring the engagement of the hip-
 pocampal system for their formation and retrieval (see Cohen &c
 Eichenbaum, 1993, for a detailed review).

 The involvement of associative memory is the point at which both per-
 ception and imagery shade off into cognition. In general, therefore, the
 account we propose is better characterized as a General Systems Model
 rather than a narrow account of imagery - perceptual relations (cf Intons-
 Peterson, 1992). Such a General Systems Model proposes that imagery,
 perception, and cognition may recruit similar processes but to different
 extents depending on the demands of the task. Thus, certain imagery tasks
 may require largely perceptual judgments, whereas others will demand more
 cognitive activity. For example, compare the activities involved in answer-
 ing the following: Which has the smoother fur, a terrier or a kitten? And
 now consider: Which would be the better playmate for a child? Both tasks
 will probably recruit imagery, in the first case largely tactile, in the second
 highly visual and possibly auditory, but the latter is likely to rely on more
 general knowledge and specific experience of cats, dogs, and children than
 the former. In each case, the processes induced will reflect the task de-
 mands, which is a view similar to Neisser's (1972) approach.

 The locus of storage of associative memories is most likely to be in
 nonsensory cortical association areas, and, although we are not in a posi-
 tion to speculate about the precise neurologic bases of such general activity
 it seems likely that they will draw on information from a wide range of
 cortical areas and to make extensive use of linguistic categorization. How-
 ever, it is known that certain specific amusias involving the identification
 of auditory stimuli may arise as a result of damage to auditory areas dis-
 tinct from those involved in more basic perceptual analyses of audition.
 Vignolo (1982), for instance, has provided evidence showing that damage
 to the left temporal areas could produce impairment on a meaningless sounds
 identification test involving associations to auditory stimuli, unlike dam-
 age to the right temporal areas, which affected perception and discrimina-
 tion as detected on a meaningless sounds discrimination test.

 Toward a Theory of Auditory Imagery

 Having now discussed the main components of the system required to
 perceive music, we finally consider, in general terms, how this system can
 give rise to auditory imagery for melodic sequences. We then end with a
 series of hypotheses about auditory imagery derived from the parent per-
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 ceptual theory. Most if not all of these require extensive testing, but it should
 be possible to do so using a combination of experimental methodologies,
 such as selective interference techniques, neuropsychological examinations,
 and direct brain imaging techniques. We have begun to examine several of
 these hypotheses in our own work but are keen for others to explore these
 too.

 The orientation guiding all our hypotheses is that auditory imagery for
 musical sequences makes extensive use of the systems and structures used
 in music perception, especially the rhythm and pitch subsystems and the
 melodic memory system. To image an auditory sequence implies that infor-
 mation is fed back through the system and reanalyzed and, concomitantly,
 that preparatory motor activity takes place governing rhythm or articula-
 tion. There is already good evidence germane to this issue in studies by
 Zatorre, Halpern, and associates (e.g., Zatorre & Halpern, 1993; Zatorre
 et al., in press). Zatorre and Halpern (1993) studied the perception of and
 auditory imagery for songs in two groups of epileptic patients who had
 undergone excision of the left or right temporal lobe for severe epilepsy. In
 their perceptual task, participants heard a familiar song sung and simulta-
 neously read its lyrics. On a given trial, they were required to judge whether
 the second of two capitalized lyrics was higher or lower in pitch than the
 first. The imagery task was identical to the perceptual one except that the
 song was generated using imagery rather than heard. Results clearly sup-
 ported the idea that imagery and perception share common mechanisms.
 Although all patients found the imagery task harder than the perceptual
 task, the pattern of results for both tasks was similar in that the patients
 with damage of the right temporal lobe performed more poorly than those
 with left temporal damage. Zatorre and Halpern conclude that both audi-
 tory imagery and perception rely heavily on common neurologic mecha-
 nisms, particularly in the right temporal lobe. They also indicate that the
 impairment that they observe is not a simple pitch-processing deficit, but is
 likely to be specific to the auditory modality and to involve memory for
 melodic sequences. Support for and extension of these findings come from
 a cerebral blood flow study by Zatorre et al. (in press). They examined the
 neural correlates of auditory imagery and perception using the water bolus
 method of assessing regional cerebral blood flow in healthy participants
 who performed the same lyric task used by Zatorre and Halpern. Both
 imagery and perception resulted in similar patterns of neural activity with,
 as we stated earlier, increased bilateral activation in the secondary auditory
 cortices with some lateral asymmetry in the imagery task, left and right
 frontal lobes, left parietal lobes and the SMA, although the activation was
 considerably weaker in imagery than in perception. Comparisons between
 imagery and perception indicated increased activation when imaging in,
 among other areas, the frontal cortex and the hippocampus. Activation in
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 the temporal cortex was less strong and extensive in imagery compared
 with perception and tended to be concentrated away from primary audi-
 tory areas.

 These results are particularly relevant for the current model. In general,
 they offer clear support for the proposition that perception and imagery
 tap similar, although not identical mechanisms, and support earlier work
 showing the importance of the secondary auditory cortices. However, a
 closer reading of their paper suggests a number of more specific relation-
 ships that now need to be explored.

 First, and central to our own model, is our claim that rhythmic processes
 depend on areas not normally linked with audition, including parts of the
 motor system. Given this, it is intriguing to note that activation was ob-
 served by Zatorre and coworkers in the SMA. Although predicted by our
 model, we cannot be sure at present that this activity specifically reflects
 rhythmic processing because the task demands of the study by Zatorre et
 al. were such that participants were quite likely to have engaged in covert
 articulation. To what extent covert articulation, or "singing to oneself" is a
 psychological activity distinct or distinguishable from creating a rhythmi-
 cally organized auditory image, or simply the only means by which a rhyth-
 mically organized auditory image can be constructed, remains to be seen. If
 singing to oneself is image creation, without residue, an interesting parallel
 is suggested between the sound and rhythmic dimensions of auditory imag-
 ery and the phonological and articulatory dimensions, respectively, of work-
 ing memory (see also Gupta & MacWhinney, 1995, and Baddeley &c Logie,
 1992). Second, according to Zatorre et al., frontal structures are involved
 more when imaging than perceiving. Not surprisingly, imagery puts addi-
 tional, constructive demands on participants, especially with tasks like lyric
 scanning, that necessitate central, attention-demanding cognitive operations
 in working memory likely to depend on these brain regions. These are as-
 pects that go beyond our present model but need to be considered in due
 course. Third, little activation was discovered by Zatorre et al. in the pri-
 mary auditory cortex when imaging. This contrasts with evidence from the
 visual modality, where visual imagery has been shown to elicit activation in
 the primary visual cortex (Kosslyn et al., 1993) and may reflect a basic
 distinction between auditory and visual imagery representation. In terms
 of the present model, the reconstructed representations of auditory imag-
 ery may not extend as far back as the auditory buffer, but may rely more on
 activity in the pitch, rhythmic, and melodic subsystems. In this sense, its
 representations could be said to be skewed away from immediate input
 toward more central and output processes.

 These general parallels, and differences, between auditory imagery and
 perception encourage us to derive a number of more specific hypotheses
 from our current model:
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 HYPOTHESIS 1

 Long-term (inactive) auditory images are stored as representations in
 the melodic memory system. These are precisely those representations that
 result from the prior perceptual analysis of musical sequences, and they
 consist of a melodic string plus the address of an associated rhythm plan.

 HYPOTHESIS 2

 Underlying representations in the melodic memory system can be acti-
 vated and used to generate auditory images. There are a number of ways in
 which melodic memory representations could be cued. Two important ways
 are by concurrent activity in the melodic system, when for example, a frag-
 ment of the tune in question is heard, or through associative memory, after
 hearing the name of the tune, its composer, or other related information. It
 should therefore be possible to examine the structure of a melodic memory
 representation through priming effects in which the effects of prior cueing
 of, say, the name, lyric fragments, pitch sequences, or rhythmic fragments
 could be examined on processing times of later segments of lyric, pitch, or
 rhythm. Halpern's lyric scanning task can be thus thought of as a special
 case of a more general procedure in which previous song or melody com-
 ponents are compared against later components.

 HYPOTHESIS 3

 Auditory images, like their perceptual counterparts, of musical sequences
 have dissociable rhythm and pitch components.

 This hypothesis has a number of corollaries, including the idea that it
 should be possible to interfere selectively with pitch and rhythmic compo-
 nents. Preliminary work in our laboratory suggests that this is possible. For
 instance, in a recent study, we tested the idea that concurrent tapping would
 interfere selectively with imaged rhythmic sequences by affecting either the
 encoding, maintenance, or deployment of a rhythm plan, but have little or
 no effect on imaged pitch. Participants judged whether either two notes,
 separated by either 5 or 10 sec, had the same pitch or whether two rhyth-
 mic sequences, separated by the same retention intervals, were identical.
 While performing these tasks, participants in the experimental conditions
 either tapped to a regular beat, tapped a previously learned irregular rhythm,
 or performed these activities covertly. Comparisons with a no-tapping con-
 trol condition indicate that overt or covert tapping of irregular rhythms
 strongly interfered with the ability to retain and match imaged rhythmic
 sequences, but had no effect on the pitch task. It is worth emphasizing that
 preparatory motor activity, covert tapping, disrupted rhythm memory, pro-
 viding further support for the notion that the two rely on common mecha-
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 nisms. A possible criticism of this study, however, is that pitch pair judg-
 ments may be intrinsically easier to make than rhythmic sequence judg-
 ments, as the former consist of matches between single as opposed to mul-
 tiple stimulus elements. Hence, the interference effect may arise in the rhythm
 conditions because of competition for limited general-purpose rather than
 process-specific resources. To explore this further, we are now examining
 the effects of tapping interference on multiple pitch sequences as well as
 rhythm sequences.

 HYPOTHESIS 4

 The rhythmic component, or articulatory component, of an auditory
 image cannot be activated without recruiting neural systems known to be
 involved in motor activity, especially those involved in the planning of motor
 sequences. Damage to these neural systems will result in specific impair-
 ments in the rhythmic components of auditory imagery.

 We have already discussed evidence from Zatorre et al. (in press) that
 indicates activity particularly in the SMA when imaging melodies. The cor-
 ollary of this is that brain injury resulting in damage to this and other areas
 will have implications for the imaging of melodic sequences in general and
 rhythmic processes in particular. We predict that damage to neurologic
 mechanisms known to be involved in timing will affect both the recogni-
 tion and recall of rhythm sequences, whereas areas such as the SMA known
 to be involved in motor preparation will affect rhythm recall and rhythm
 recognition carried out over intervals that necessitate the formation and
 reactivation of previously stored rhythm plans, but will have little or no
 effect on rhythm recognition conducted over short retention intervals. By
 contrast, damage to the timing and motor mechanisms in question should
 have no effect at all on simple pitch processing.

 HYPOTHESIS 5

 Short sequences, unassociated with known melodic representations, can
 be "kept alive" for short durations through continued activity in the pitch
 and rhythm subsystems. In this way, short-term auditory memories can be
 maintained for novel strings. Presumably, with sufficient exposure or re-
 hearsal, these will result in the formation of new melodic representations,
 otherwise they will decay rapidly.

 The extent to which any or all of these hypotheses are supported by the
 data remains to be seen. What is clear and testable is the prediction of the
 present model that auditory imagery and auditory perception will be found
 to comprise dissociable subsystems organized around pitch and rhythm.
 Also testable is the idea that auditory imaging is an activity in which out-
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 put processes, particularly those involved with rhythm, timing, and possi-
 bly articulation are used to control the replay of pitch sequences. These
 processes, it is suggested, will be as important as those permitting a
 reperception of the sound of the original stimulus. In short, auditory imag-
 ery might be more profitably construed as the playing or performing of
 tunes in one's head, rather than merely hearing the tunes play.1
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